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SUMMARY

The present work represents a study of the method connected

with the use of the electron microprobe as a tool for the

investigation of a possible charge transfer in alloys of

3d- transition metals. First, a theoretical background

concerning the intensity distribution in the valence band

spectra, the formation of energy bands and theories for the

behaviour of the d- bands are shortly mentioned.

The choice of experimental conditions, especially the

excitation voltage, is of great importance and has been

explained in details. Further recording of valence band

emission spectra and the registration of the integrated

intensities for the alloys in question is discussed. Accurate

point by point registrations of all the band profiles have

been carried out, together with necessary separations of

overlapping bands.

The registrated band-spectra should be subjected to a series

of corrections where at least the self-absorption and back-

ground effects are of decisive importance.

The necessity of recording the integrated band intensities,

instead of peak values, involves matrix corrections over a

whole range of wavelengths.

The great effect of self-absorption hasclearly been demonstrated

by comparing the same spectrum at different excitation voltages.

A laborious work has been done in order to find an usable

correction procedure, not only for the specimen self-absorption

but also for the crystal absorption. Much effort has also

been carried out on the determination of the true- background

profile, since it is difficult or even impossible to make the

necessary measurements directly for the background.
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The corrections connected with the Co-Ni alloy system

turned out to be so extensive and laborious that it became

a great task in itself to perform them. Since we did not

manage to make homogeneous Ti-Ni alloys, we therefore

decided to confine ourselves to the Co-Ni alloy system

only.

The results from the Wenger method measurements seem to be

in favour of the minimum polarity model in the case of cobalt.

On the other side, the nickel measurements seem to indicate

an increase in the number of d- electrons per Ni atom with

increasing Co content. However, the nickel results ought

to be verified by other measurements, or by corresponding

results in the cobalt side. This is not the case, and since.

the cobalt measurements are most reliable, the nickel results

may possibly imply that some reminiscences of the systematic

errors are involved.

However, it is concluded that the electron microprobe should

be a practiccible tool in many cases for relating changes in

charge distribution.



1. INTRODUCTION

The knowledge of the electronic structure is basic for the

study of materials. It determines all perfect crystal

properties; explains why physical and mechanical changes occur,

and is fundamental for the production of materials with desired

properties.

The electronic structure consists of the energies and spatial

distribution of valence electrons in a material, and is

determined by the types of atoms and their location relative

to each other (local atomic structure). The number of valence

electrons and type of bonding are aspects of the electronic

structure.

X-ray spectra involving electron transitions from the outer-

most occupied levels or valence bands of solids are called

valence band spectra or emission bands. In principle, valence

band spectra give a more or less direct view of the outer

occupied electronic energy states of the solids. Measurements

and interpretation of such spectra therefore provides one of

the most important fields of physics for obtaining basic

information on the electronic and atomic structure. To a first

approximation, one can deduce the width of the valence band

as well as a rough measure of the electronic density of states.

However, an interpretation of emission bands is usually more

difficult than has generally been recognized, due to a number

of instrumental and many body effects that mask the true

shape of an emission band. Careful experimental procedure

and accurate corrections are therefore required.

An understanding of the origin and characteristics of these

spectra is fundamental for their application. It is usual

to compare the experimental emission bands, and the information

obtained from them, with theory, mainly energy band calculations.

However, correlations with band models are not always easy,

because of the numerous corrections needed. Since valence band
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spectra directly involve bonding electrons, it may be natural

to use bonding theory for the explanation of the observed data.

The bond picture can be interpreted as complementary to the

band model, and may often be considered as a better guide for

the relation of valence band spectra to theory.

The full electronic structure of a material consists of electron

distributions and velocities in three dimensional space. Since

X-ray spectra are one-dimensional only (intensity vs. energy),

it is impossible in principle to calculate the complete

electronic structure from emission band data.

X-ray spectra probe electrons of selected symmetry in specific

regions of a material, allowing local though incomplete study

of electronic structure.

In order to obtain the full electronic structure, the general

method is to calculate the structure by means of bonding theory,

and afterwards compare theoretical spectra, based on the

calculated structure, against experimental spectra. This is

better than a comparison between density of states and experi-

mental X-ray spectra.

But such complete works are rare. Most comparisons are just

made between X-ray spectra and some aspect of the electron

structure, especially the density of states or band structure.

In some cases, partial informations concerning the electronic

structure can be obtained directly from X-ray valence band

spectra without the use of bonding theory. That includes for

example: band width, bonding type, valence, effective charge

and charge transition. Such effects can often be correlated

with position, shape and integrated intensity of valence band

spectra.

Changes in electron configurations and densities, associated

with the formation of alloys and chemical compounds, are found in

the distribution of the X-ray valence band spectra from the most

materials. Of these, spectra from materials with open atomic

structure, as insulators with covalent or mixed bonding, tend

to be more sensitive to structure than spectra from materials



consisting of close-packed atoms as metals and alloys.

In addition, the usual bonding theories are inapplicable to

concentrated disordered alloys. As a consequence, the lack

of detailed electronic structure calculations for disordered

alloys limits the interpretation of such spectra to comparison

with available structural informations. A possible way of

comparison is to use the band,structure from-the pure metal

components, when there are highly distinctive features in the

electronic structure concerned.

Nevertheless, in spite of these obvious drawbacks, and the

complications of manybody effects together with great

experimental problems, valence-band X-ray spectroscopy, with

its spatial and symmetry selectivity, has qualifications for

the testing and developing of alloy theories.

The band structure of the transition metals and their alloys

is of considerable interest, primarily because of their electrical

and magnetic properties. There are significant differences

between the theoretical band structures and the transition metal

valence band spectra. This is especially evident when transition

metals are combined in solution.

The use of the electron microprobe for the study of valence band

spectra has 'been limited to just a few published examples, and

the aim of this work is among other things to make an attempt

to establish a basis for investigations of special features

of the electronic structure in alloy systems. The microprobe

should be especially fitted for the registration of integrated

intensities in emission bands. The usual goal of any valence

band spectroscopie work consists of relating the observed spectrum

to such parameters as the band width electron density of states

etc. In addition to these quantities, the integrated intensities

can be connected with the question of charge distribution in

alloys. It is a fundamental question for alloys between 3d-

transition metals whether the number of d-electrons on a

particular atom changes or not on alloying.



It was' therefore decided to investigate the alloy systems

Co-Ni and Ni-Ti. Unfortunately, it was not possible to

produce homogeneous Hi-Ti alloys, and since detailed changes

are under investigation, the Ni-Ti alloys were excluded.

But because of the serious corrections connected with just the

Co-Ni alloys, this system is well suited to demonstrate the

ability of the microprobe.



2. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

2.1 Introduction

The problem of describing the electrons in transition metal

alloys has been discussed for many years. There has been

much theoretical work to explain the real electronic structure

of these alloys [ 1 ], [ 2 ], and [ 3 ] . By definition a

transition metal has a Fermi surface lying in at least two

Brillouin zones. It is only in the rare earths - and

transition metals that ferromagnetism occur among the metals.

In ferromagnetic metals, the number of electrons with spin up

and down are not the same below the Curie temperature, conse-

quently there are two differing Fermi surfaces, one for each

spin direction.

To understand the properties of transition metals and their

compounds and alloys it is necessary to know the extent of

metallic (collective) bonding compared to the local (covalent)

bonding.

Changes in spectra can be considerable in many ways, but for

alloys containing transition metals, the d-v/ave functions will

not be particularly affected by the presence of foreign atoms

in the neighbourhood. Nor does phase transition in the structure

seem to have any substantial effect on the spectra. A change in

the structure has little to do with the electron energies, it is

more a question of an accomodation of different modes of lattice

vibrations, or it is due to packing convenience [ 4 ]. Transition

metal alloys will produce component spectra which are almost

identical with the corresponding pure metal spectra.

It is of fundamental interest to have a look at the formation

of band formation and their intensity distributions.



2.2 The intensity distribution.

The intensity distribution within an emission band is determined

by the factors involved in the process of emission, namely :

1) The energy of the initial and final states.

2) The electron-wave functions in these states.

3) The numbers of electrons involved.

The soft X-ray intensity, as a function of photon energy hv ,

can be written as [ 5 ]

i(hv)
F(E,k)

|gradj>E|
d k (2 .1 )

E=constant

where gradj*E is the gradient of constant energy surfaces

E(k) in the k-space (wave-vector space), and the integral

is taken over a isoenergetic surface in the k-space.

d2k/gradj+E is the differential density of states, since the

overall density of states at a particular energy is given by

N(E)- =
d2k

IgradjE i
(2.2)

E=constant

The function F(E,k) involves the transition probability

TfRik/j, which is a function of the energy through the dis-

persion relation E = E(k). The quantity E(k) is usually

denoted as 'the band structure'. P(E,k) can be expressed as

the square of the matrix elements of the transition probability.

where

F(E,k) =

and

(2.3)

all
space

fe and iji.

state in the valence band)

are the wave functions for the final (a

and the initial excited states,



separated by the energy hv.

To make the calculation of the intensity integral (2.1)

possible, the transition probability T[E(k)] (and thereby

the function F(E,k), can possibly be assumed to be independent

of k . In this case, the intensity is given by the well known

expression

I(hV)
d2k

V^TfE)-N(E) (2.4)

E=constant

The product T(E)-N(E) , known as the oscillator strength,

exhibits the importance of the electronic structure. The

density of states N(E) is the number of quantum states

per unit energy interval at the energy E. Thus N(E)dE

represents the number of valence electrons available for

transition in an energy interval between E and E+dE, and

their energy distribution.

The intensity distribution is therefore related to the density

of states, and if T(E) was known, or could be taken as

constant over the valence band, it should be possible to

get a picture of the occuoied density of states in the valence

band from an experimental soft X-ray spectrum.

But the assumption that T[E{Kj] may be taken as independent

of k and constant over the valence band is not at all the

truth. This because the initial and particularly the final

states cannot be specified with certainty. For, after the

ejection of an inner electron to an unknown location, the

other electrons find themselves in a modified Coulomb field.

The large number of possible final locations for an ejected

electron, and the different environments, further complicates

the situation. So, for an allowed transition, the transition

probability has a major importance in determing the intensity

and hence the shape of spectra.



It is therefore not possible to derive an accurate density

of states from soft X-ray spectra.

If we, in spite of this fact, still make the rude approxim-

ation of a constant transition probability, the corrected

intensity distribution will more or less show a direct

picture of the density of states in the valence band.

However, in metals we are concerned with the superposition of

bands and partial occupation of the energy levels by states

with different symmetry properties. As a consequence, p-band

electrons for instance, may appear, even if no corresponding

valence electrons of this symmetry exist in the free atoms.

The valence band spectra are also subjected to the usual

X-ray selection rules. The recorded intensity for a certain

emission band therefore reflects only those states

which can make the transition. The presence of other states

in the same band are consequently not detected under these

conditions.

They may appear, however, when they participate in other

transitions.

The actual density of states over a valence band spectrum is

therefore made up by the sum of contributions from electrons

of different (s,p,d, ...) wave-type symmetry

N(E) = N (E) + N (E) + N, (E)
s p d



2.3 Terminology.

Before discussing the energy bands, it may be advantageous

to clarify some of the conceptions involved. The following

definitions have been given by Parratt [ 6 ] in his excellent

article.

The term 'state', used for instance in electron state,

refers to an assemblage of particles in a particular con-

figuration in a system. An 'energy level' is the energy

of a state, while an 'Energy band' in a solid refers to a

band of energy levels extremely closely spaced.

An 'ordinary X-ray state' always refers to an electron

configuration in which there is one and only one inner

electron vacancy. For the inner part of an atom, an X-ray

state may be thought of as a 'one-electron vacancy state'.

The one-electron approximation is used as the basis for the

theory for many-electron atoms and for solids. It is common

in solid state work to refer to a change in a single electronic

level as being the change in the energy of the system.

Therefore.- the symbols of the one-electron model, s.p.d. etc.

usually retained in X-ray spect.roscopy to indicate electrons,

states, orbitais, bands, energy levels and energy bands, in

spite of the intrinsic many electron nature of the solids.
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2.4 The formation of energy bands.

Let us first look at the formation of bands in a pure metal.

When the atoms of an element come together to form a metal,

the energy levels of the valence electron states of the free

atoms broaden out into bands of electronic levels. According

to the delocalized molecular orbital theory, all the atomic

orbitais of a particular type combine to form a set of

delocalized metallic (i.e. molecular) orbitais that extend

throughout the entire crystal. Because of the Coulomb

interaction between the atom cores, and the overlapping parts

of the atomic orbitais, these delocalized metallic orbitais

will differ in energy, and,due to their great number, be so

closely spaced that they can be treated as a continuous band

of energy. The total density of levels in a band will stay

constant, equal to the number of atoms present.

A qualitative description of what happens when two types of

atoms come together to form an alloy has been given by Beeby

in his paper 'Electron structure of alloys1 [ 2 ] . Consider

one bound level in each type of atom (it is natural in this

connection to think of the d-levels in transition metals).

When the atoms start to approach each other, the degeneracy

will split the levels into bands, one band for each type of

atom present. These bands will be narrow and do not overlap

as long as the atoms are still well separated. The electrons

in each band will be localized around the type of atom from

which that band has originated. When the atoms come closer

together, the separate bands will either melt together into

a composite band, processing one electron level for each atom

present, or stay apart with one electron level for each atom

of the appropriate type present. It depends on whether the

band widths are much greater than the splitting between the

corresponding levels or not:

Because d-electrons are fairly tightly bound, and penetrate

more deeply into the atom core, their orbitais are more

localized than s- and p-valence orbitais. Therefore, there
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is less interaction or overlap between d-electrons from

adjacent atoms/ and their energies will be modified to a

lesser extent in the solid. Hence the d-valence band does

not at all broaden out to the same extent as the s- and p-

valence bands. It also follows that that the d-band must

have a very high density of states.

The d-bands in a transition metal interact with the mixed

4s- and 4p- bands , but only in a way that does not seem to

have many important consequences for the density of levels.

The band picture of a 3d-transition metal therefore consists

of a narrow d-band embedded in a much broader conduction band.

While the wave functions do not change greatly on going from

a free atom to a metallic state, the overlap of the 3d- and

4s(+4p)- bands will make it possible for the electrons in one

band to 'walk over' into the other band, thus alter the con-

figuration so that the effective number of d-like electrons

is changed. This occurs both in the case of Co and Ni ,

in which the number of d-like electrons is increased.

When they are alloyed, the 4s electrons of Co and Ni

can be regarded as completely shared, i.e., there should be

a common s-band, because of the similarities of the 4s-

bands of these metals.

In addition, since the difference between the positions of the

3d-levels of Co and Ni atoms is small, it is possible to

consider the alloy band structure of Co-Ni as a single

composite band.

However, a general assumption of a common valence band with

complete sharing of electrons can usually not be accepted.

If this was true, corresponding valence band spectra from

both constituents should be similar in width and form. Instead,

alloy spectra generally indicate a strong tendency to prefer-

ential grouping of valence electrons around the different

atoms. Alloy spectra may therefore be regarded as primarily

a function of the electronic structure of the emitting atoms,

modified by the immediate environments [ 7 ]. This means that
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two separate bands are to be expected for each kind of

vacancy (K, L -etc.). Another consequence is that each

component of the alloy system tends to prevent its own

band width, in spite of a wide variation in composition.

The different electronic structure which seems to exist in

the neighbourhood of the various types of atoms,does not imply,as

any localization of electrons in space. The electrons will

all spend some time on one type of atom and some on another,

but the individual electron will- spend most of its time near

to one particular type of atom.

Detailed and complicated calculations of the density of states

for both bec and fee transition metals have predicted the

3d-band to be actually divided in two parts, corresponding

to each of the two electron spins j=3/2 and j=5/2. The spin

up- and spin down-band lie on each side of the discreet

energy level of the state in the free atoms respectively. Wave

functions corresponding to states in the lower half of the band

have bonding character, and contribute to the electron density

in the region between the atoms. The states in the upper part

of the band have a more atomic character, and are largely

localized around the metal ions.

2.5 The rigid band- and the minimum polarity model.

The rigid band approximation, originally proposed by Mott [ 8 ],

assumes that both kind of atoms in a binary alloy can share

a common valence band in many cases. This leads to appreci-

able polar character on each site, and involves further that the

density of states in an alloy system is the same as in a pure

crystal of either constituent. The approximation is known to

break down in many cases, especially for alloys between metals

of much different valences. On the other hand it is an

apparently usable approximation when the components are close
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neighbours in the Periodic Table, especially for transition

metal alloys, and the magnetic properties of such alloys are

traditionally cited as evidence for the validity of the model.

It has been pointed out by Mott that the rigid band model

probably does not apply to alloys whose magnetic moments do

not show a linear variation with alloy composition, but the

Co-Ui solid solutions exhibit a linear variation as shown

in Fig. 2.1.

o
Cr
6

Mn
7

Fe
8

f lectron concent

Co
9

ration

Ni
10

Cu
11

Fig. 2.1. Average atomic moments of binary alloys of the element in

the iron group after Bozorth [9 ] .

As mentioned in the preceding section, there should be a

common s-band in the Co-Ni alloy system, and the d-band will

remain in a position such that there is l i t t l e overflow

of electrons from s to d or vice versa on alloying. Whether

the d-band is ' r igid' or not is by no means obvious, but for

the Co-Ni system i t is often assumed to be a reasonable

approximation to consider the band as rigid.

According to Donahue and Azàroff [10], the rigid band model

predicts a systematic increase in the number of 3d-eiectrons

of Co , and a corresponding decrease in Ni , when Ni

is added to Co. If an actual transfer of d-electrons takes

place between those two elements on alloying, i t should be

possible to measure the change An, in the number of 3d-electrons

for both elements.
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The 'minimum polarity model' of Lang and Ehrenreich [11]

assumes that the electron configuration of each component

in its pure state is carried over into the alloy. In this

approach, which assures charge neutrality, the number of 3d-

electrons does not change on alloying.

2.6 Determination of An by integrated intensity

measurements.

The method used by Wenger et al. [12] to determine a possible

change An, in the number n., of d-electrons on a transitiona a
metal atom by alloying, is based on measurement of the integrated

intensities for the following emission bands.

La

L«.

IV,V I

M,

III j_ 5/2, 3/2 1/2

2p3/2_

Both bands involve transition to the same inner level L

and the transitions obey the dipole selection rule
I I I

AÄ, = ±1 ( d , s -> p)

Aj = 0 or ±1 ( 5 /2 -> 3/2 = 1 , 3/2 •* 3/2 = 0 , 1/2 •* 3/2 = - 1 )

The La band is consequently a spin-doublet, representing
1,2

transitions from the spin up- and spin~down parts of the 3d-

band respectively.
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Because of the overlap of the 3d-band by the much broader

4s-band, and the allowed transition 4s ->• 2p, we also have

a contribution from the 4s-valence electrons to the La-

emission band.

Using the facts that a) the contribution to the La-band

from the 4s -> 2p transitions is much less than that of the

3d -»- 2p transitions due to both a greater relative transition

probability for a d •*• p transition, at least in hydrogenic

theory, and also to a greater density of states in the 3d-band.

b) the 3s-wave function in the L£-transition is very little,

affected by alloying. c) within a sphere of radius r. æ 0.7 a.u.,

where the 2p-wave function is significantly different from zero,

only the amplitude and not the shape of a 3d-wave function may

be modified by alloying, Wenger deduced the following ratio

R1 for the measured integrated intensities

alloy (alloy) (2.5)

where q,1 is the contribution from the d-electrons to the

charge on an atom, inside the sphere of radius r. .

Since the 3s-wave functions are very little disturbed by

alloying, the L£-band intensity may serve as a normalization

factor. This is the reason for using the ratio I (La)/I (L3-)

both in the case of alloy and pure metal.

From measurements on other alloys, where the degree of filling

of the d-band is known with certainty from other sources,

Wenger has shown that R1 is equal to the corresponding

ratio R between the values n , of the nuinber of electrons

in the d-band in the alloy and in the pure metal. So we may

write

d(alloy)
R = R =

d (pure metal)
(2.6)
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Thus the possible change An in going from pure metal

to alloy is given by

And nd(alloy) "d(pure metal) "d(pure metal)<R ~ 1 }
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3. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

3.1 The preparation of alloys and the choice of

experimental conditions.

Cobolt and Nickel are neighbours in the periodic table, and they

have so closely similar sizes and electronic structures that

they can form continuous solid solutions. In the Co-rich part

of the system there are disordered hep solid solutions, while

the rest of the concentration range forms disordered fee solid

solutions. The fee solutions cover the most of the concentration

range, and all the alloys were chosen within this area to avoid

different alloy structures. The Co-Ni alloys were prepared

from Co and Ni of 99.99% purity by melting accurately

weighed samples. The molten alloys were cooled very slowly

to minimize segregation effects. In addition they were annealed

for 4 8 hours to secure homogeneity. The cooled samples were

weighed and found to have undergone no significant weight

changes. After cutting and preparation with standard metall-

urgical polishing technique, the specimens were checked for

homogeneity by scanning over the whole surface with the spectro-

meters set on the Ka-lines for Co and Ni. In addition

no significant change in Ka-intensities, or in the absorbed

sample current, was discovered within any of the samples. The

following set of Co-Ni fee alloys were produced.

23Ni 77Co 40Ni 60 Co 50Ki 50 Co 63Ni 37Co 80Ni 20Co.

The Ti-Ni alloys were produced at SINTEF, Trondheim, by melting

under protective atmosphere in an induction furnace. Unfortunate-

ly, they were all found to be more or less inhomogeneous,

consisting of areas with different composition. No accurate

measurements could therefore be done on such specimens.

The measurements were carried out with an ASL-EilX-SM-electron

microprobe. This instrument can be described as an elaborate,

demountable X-ray tube, with 0 - 50 kV continuously adjustable



electron beam accelerating voltage, and with electron beam

diameter adjustable from about 0.5 micron up to 300 microns,

depending upon the incident electron energy. The spectrometer

resolution is controlled primarily by the quality of the

curved and ground crystals. Primary spectrometer slits are

not used since the source of X-rays is so small. In some

cases variable detector slit width control is available. Spectra

are generally recorded on a strip chart recorder using the

output of a ratemeter. For a further description of the electron

microprobe and its application, it is referred to the literature.

3.2 Experimental conditions.

It is necessary to examine the factors which determine and in-

fluence the excitation and registration of the spectra.

Such an examination indicates the experimental precautions

and corrections which are required for a study of valence band

spectra. The factors which determine measured spectra are

related to the characteristics of the emitting material and

the experimental conditions. The choice of conditions together

with the registration method will be discussed in this chapter,

while the correction procedure will be handled in a separate

chapter.

For the selection of operation conditions the following points

must be considered.

a) The choice of crystal.

The analyzing crystal must have a suitable lattice spacing

d for diffraction of the wavelengths in question, and good

reflecting properties with adequate resolution. In addition,

emission of disturbing spectral lines, i.e., crystal fluores-

cence, should be avoided. The usefulness of the X-ray spectro-

meter is primarily governed by the quality of the curved
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crystal. The crystal properties depend upon its angular

dispersion and reflecting power.

The angular dispersion d9/dX of a crystal, expressed by

the relation

dA 2d cos 0

is a measure of its angular separation of two given wave-

lengths, and is a better term for defining the properties

of a crystal spectrometer than the word 'resolution'. The

reflecting power is connected not only with the ability of

reflecting a certain wavelength, but also with the sensi-

tivity, i.e. the peak to background ratio. (This ratio will

of course also depend upon the beam-voltage.)

Three factors determine the reflecting power :

1) The structure factor F h k£
 o f the crystal.

2) The mosaic structure of the crystal.

3) The geometric conditions.

The mosaic structure gives a broadening of the diffracted

line profile together with a greater integrated intensity

when compared with a perfect crystal. An entirely perfect

crystal would give a very lov; diffracted intensity because

of primary extinction. Because of this an 'ideally imperfect

crystal' with small and slightly misoriented mosaic blocks,

similarly distributes over the crystal, is preferred. However,

the crystal should not have a pronounced or inhomogeneous

mosaic structure. The effect of this would have been a highly

mosaic spread of the line width, and thereby a decrease in

the crystal 'resolution' in spite of a possible increased

wavelength separation. A strong mosaic effect may even

produce a multiplicity of peaks. Beside the mosaic structure,
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fanning divergence also tends to increase the width of

the line. This is the divergence of the radiation out of

the focusing-circle plane.

Associated with the reflecting power, the absorption plays

an important role, and the crystal should be selected in such

a way that no serious crystal fluorescence takes place.

Among the crystals available on our commercial ARL-microprobe,

the RAP (rubidium acid phthalate) crystal is the one for this

particular job. It has a good reflecting power and a tolerable

resolution. A significant part of the background may arise

from secondary RbL-radiation. Nevertheless the RAP-crystal

has a good peak response.

In addition to the crystal properties, the spectrometer

resolution may be governed by tne use of a counter with variable

detector slit. Unfortunately, our gas-flow-proportional

counter, connected with the RAP crystal, does not have such a

remedy.

It is also interesting to notice that the resolution can be

improved by reducing the detector aperture length in the

fanning direction.

b) The choice of a convenient accelerating voltage and

electron beam current.

In the selection of accelerating voltage, allowance has to

be made for a number of more or less contradictory factors. It

may be advantageous to separate these factors, according to

whether they are in favour of a high voltage or not.

The particular X-ray state formed by ionization depends, next

to the ground and excited state electronic structure, on the

manner of excitation. Beside the normal single X-ray state,

which is most probable, multiple ionization X-ray states also

come up, forming the basis of satellite lines. These satellite

lines overlap the normal X-ray emission, and their contribution
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is found to increase regularly with increasing excitation

energy [13]. • From this point of view the lowest possible

accelerating potential is desirable.

The problem of specimen self-absorption is a serious one in

most soft X-ray works. Previously reported variations of

band shapes and positions with the excitation conditions are

more likely attributed to self-absorption. 'Differences in

electron energy lead to X-ray production at different depths

in the material. Spectra produced by high energy electrons

are more subjected to self-absorption. Besides, the soft

X-ray wavelengths are heavily absorbed in the samples, and

the more strongly the generated radiation is absorbed, the

smaller the mean depth at which the emitted radiation is gener-

ated. Radiation excited in deeper layers of the target would

have small possibilities to reach the surface, and thereby

to be detected. It is therefore desirable to use a low

electron potential to avoid deep electron penetration, and

reäuce the absorption effect. In addition, there is consider-

able difficulties connected with the absorption corrections

for soft X-rays. Many investigators try to minimize the self-

absorption and thus avoid this correction by using low

excitation energies. Wenger [12] used 1.6 kV excitation

voltage in his measurements on 3d-transition metals. At

low accelerating voltages the majority of the X--rays come from

approximately the first few hundred Angstroms.

With specimens of low conductivity and low temperature of

evaporation, or compositions with different rates of evaporation,

unnecessary heating should be avoided, otherwise chemical

changes or other damage may appear. Usually the electron

bombardment gives no temperature enhancement worth mentioning,

because of the small beam currents used in electron microprobes

(10~8 to 10~7 amperes). With metals and alloys there are

no problems, the only exception may be a disordering effect

on ordered alloy structures.

Many factors support a demand for higher excitation voltages.
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The desire is primarily dictated with regard to high intensities

and good instrumental performance. The strong absorption and

the generally poor reflectivity of soft wavelengths in the

crystal requires a high intensity output from the specimen, in

order to detect a reasonable counting rate. One may believe that it

is possible to achieve a high intensity, even at low voltages,

by using either a sufficiently high beam current, or a long

counting time. Unfortunately, the magnitude of the beam

current depends on the applied voltage. By lower voltages

the maximum beam current decreases strongly. Besides, if lower

electron energies are used, the penetration depth will be too

shallow and the resulting X-ray intensity will be strongly

reduced. Thus, high intensity rates are not possible anyhow

without a certain excess of voltage beyond the ionization

potential. In addition, in order to be independent of the

excitation conditions, valence band spectra should be excited

by electrons well above threshold energy [ 7 ].

Concerning the counting time, automatic spectrometer scanning

at a constant speed is used for the registration of integrated

intensities. The counting time for a particular band is

thereby fixed. Besides, the spectrometer is scanned at the lowest.

speed, which involves a counting time of about one hour for

a single scan of an alloy spectrum. A further reduction of

the scanning speed will give a correspondingly larger counting

time, with all the drawbacks that involves.

Another serious problem at lov; excitation voltages is the

possibility of influence on the emission band shape from

surface contamination. This contribution to the metal band,

either frora a surface oxide or from carbon contamination,

will decrease with increasing excitation voltage. Experiments

have shown that such contributions are noticeable .even at an

excitation voltage of 4 kV [14 ] . Careful attention must

therefore be given to surface cleanliness. For most cases

it is difficult to avoid a certain layer of oxide, but as long

as this is thin, it does not contribute significantly to the

X-ray intensities.
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In order to select an adequate accelerating voltage and beam

current it.was necessary to make a series of measurements

over a long period. This because, in addition to the demand

for a suitable voltage which provides a sufficient counting

statistics for all measurements, it is also necessary to have

good reproducibility and stability during scanning.

The excitation energies for Co- and Ni -L -bands are

0.779 keV and 0.853 keV respectively. With such low

excitation energies, hardly any radiation at all can be

expected. The pure metal spectra were first examined at every

0.5 kV interval from 1.0 kV up to 7.0 kV. To extend the

analysis further was without any purpose. Because of the snail

beam currents available at low voltages, the registrated band

intensities below 2 kV were too small with the recording

time used. In addition long time measurements seem to indicate

that instabilities both are greater and more frequeni: at

lower excitation energies. This may partly be due to the

fact that the beam focusing in an electron optical system is

sensitive to the electron energy. If stability is not main-

tained the beam size and position will fluctuate and errors

will result in the measurements.

These results, together with the desire for a high voltage

to minimize the contribution from surface effects, lead to

the choice of 4 kV as standard operating voltage. The sample

current, i.e. the current absorbed in the sample, which is the

best measure for the current on homogeneous samples, was

set to 0.3"10~6 amperes, almost the maximal value that can be

obtained at this voltage. These values guarantee sufficiently

high intensities for all bands and concentrations.
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c) Other precautions.

The minimal size of the focal spot is increasing strongly

with decreasing excitation energy. However, since the focal

spot diameter is small compared with the distance to the

crystal, it can have a diameter up to more than 50 microns before

any observable reduction in recorded intensity takes place.

Actually, one should always use as large a spot as possible to

reduce the current density and thereby the effects of beam

damage. A focal spot diameter of approximately 50 microns

was therefore used through all measurements.

To minimize the contributions from surface contaminations,

the samples were always polished with the finest diamond

pasta, and afterwards carefully cleaned under ultrasonic

agitation for half an hour immediately before the analysis

takes place. Sample current measurements on specimens before

and after the cleaning show a marked difference. The uncleaned

specimen shows an obvious variation in the sample current

over the surface, in contrast to the constant current on the

cleaned surface.

The carbon contamination arises from hydrocarbon pump oil

molecules which are deposited on the specimen by interaction

with the electron beam. This contamination is proportional

to the beam current, and with the high current used, the carbon

deposit grows rapidly. In fact, the deposit soon gets visible

in the optical microscope. Because of the relatively lov;

accelerating voltage, the contamination immediately reduces

electron excitation sufficiently to interfere with quantitative

analysis.

The continuous decrease in the X-ray output can easily be shown

on a recorder scan. To avoid this serious problem the sample

was moved by constant speed under the electron beam so that a

fresh volume could always be analyzed. A speed of 160 microns

per minute was found to be sufficient. Another advantage by a

sample movement is the elimination of effects due to inhomo-

geneities.
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However, because of the specimen movement, an inconsistent

positioning of the specimen surface en the focal plane of the

microscope may occur. The instrument should be aligned so that

the specimen surface elevation coincides exactly with the

fixed focal plane of the optical microscope. This inconsistence

is a main source of random error. During a scan the operator

must watch for drift in the specimen surface elevation.

One of the most troublesome sources of error that may occur

is the drift in the position of•the electron beam. This effect

can be regarded as a kind of short-term drift, and it is

assumed that the effect is responsible for the main part of

the large deviations that sometimes occur between successive

measurements.

The instrument variation is defined as the lack of ability of the

instrument to reproduce X-ray intensity measurements on a

given sample within a period of time. To check this variation

a single wavelength, in this connection the NiLo-peak from

pure Ni, was measured during a whole day. Since the

registrations were carried out on a single and homogeneous

sample, carefully cleaned, sample variations could be ignored.

To minimize the X-ray counting error, a large number of intensity

pulses were accumulated in each registration. In order to

exclude the errors associated with instrument operation, the

repeated measurements were taken with the operating parameters

fixed. Unfortunately, due to the carbon contamination, the

sample must either be moved during a measurement, or the

formation of a carbon deposit, and also its influence upon the

emitted radiation, can be considered as constant for each

single registration. Whether the carbon contamination or the

sample movement affects the result or not, no systematic long-

term drift was found. The variations seem to take place in a

random manner. Corresponding measurements on other days show

no other trend.

On the other side, a systematic drift, attributed to thermal

non-equilibrium, was found to exist during the first hours of

a microprobe analysis. For this reason, measurements were
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only carried out after the instrument bad cone to thermal

equilibrium. . It also seems necessary to let the detector

system work for a while before the counting starts.

3.3 The recording of emission spectra and the registration

of integrated intensities.

In order to carry out the integrated intensity measurements

the different scan-regions must be established. Of course,

a rough estimate can be done from a recorder chart, but this

is not satisfactory for an exact determination. More important

is the need of accurate band profiles for the correction of

absorption, overlapping bands, dead-time effect and satellite

emission. The procedure consists of a point by point registra-

tion of the intensity distribution in the emission spectra as

a function of the position (wavelength or energy).

To draw a smooth curve through a co]lection of points with

some certainty reguiros that the points are closer together,

i.e., have higher point density, in those regions where the

curve deviate more from a straight line. A high point

density involves that the points must be recorded with a

sufficiently small standard deviation if the local curvature

shall be representative. The counting time for each region

was chosen to give a sufficient number of countr», and the

recording process is repeated several times. This sjgnal

averaging process greatly enhances the signal to noise ratio,

permitting one to observe weak satellite lines, which are other-

wise lost in the noise.

As an example, a point by point diagram of the NiLci- and

NiL3j bands from pure Ni is shown in F.ig . A. 3 . 3 .A. The

satellite structure on the high energy side of both the La-

and Lß band can easily be recognized. In the ARL-catalcgue

[15], the satellite lines SLa., SLa , SLa SL3. and

j + 2 are given in connection with the La- and Lp? bands
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These lines are indicated in the plot. The incomplete resolu-

tion of the .La- and Lßj bands may more or less be due to

the superposition of the strong satellite-emission lines.

Corresponding curves were recorded for all the main bands in

the alloys. A complete and uncorrected alloy L-emission

spectrum from 40Ni 6OC0 is presented in Fig.A.3.3.B.

The spectrum extends from below 13 Å to above 19 Â and

covers a Bragg-angle range of about 17°. In addition tc the

La- and L£ bands of Co and Ni , mentioned in the

preceding chapter, the following bands occur :

L3,

Ln

M
II,III L I

' [

, [

3s

3p

iA

3/2, 1/2 *

2p

2s

1/2 ]

1/2 Ï

L .-series

L -series.

The CoL3 band coincides with the NiL3, band and can be

identified as a small hump on the NiL ßj-profile.

The amazingly weak Lß - and L$ i bands, as compared with

Lct-bands»are in sharp contrast to the intensity ratios one

could expect from the electron population of the L , L ̂

and LT__ levels respectively. The deviations are attributed

to the filling of electron vacancies or 'holes' in the I. -

and L T T level by electrons from the LT__. level. This

represents internal radionationless transitions involving

an Auger process in which the excess energy is assigned to

an electron in the valence band. This process results in

absence of 'holes' available for allowed transitions from the

valence band, and thereby to reduced intensities. Since the

L-jj •* L-r internal transition is most likely, the intensity

of the Lß -band will show the strongest reduction.3 / **

The alloy spectrum clearly demonstrates the incomplete

resolution between the bands. Not only do the La- and Lß,

bands overlap (together with their satellite lines), but also

the LI - and L bands do so. In addition, the Li- and Ln bands
n
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of Ni alloys are superimposed on the lov; energy side of the

CoLa band. The NiLct- and CoLßj bands also overlap to some

extent.

It is therefore not possible to registrate the La- and Li.

band-intensities directly. Due to the overlap the La-band

intensity must be recorded together with the satellite lines

and the corresponding Lßj-band intensity, conveniently

denoted as the Laßj-band intensity. From this Laßl-band

intensity, the amount of La-intensity is given, provided the

La-fraction of the total Laf^-band is known. This fraction

must be determined from a deconvolution of an accurately

recorded Laß2 profile.

Similarly, the L£-band intensity must be determined from the

measured L£n-band intensity. For the case of CoLa and

NiLi. in alloys, the overlapping NiL£n- and CoLaß bands

must be measured together, and afterwards separated by means

of a known separation factor. After that, the CoLa- and NiL£.

amounts may be determined.

The scan region in each particular case was determined from the

individual alloy spectra. As a necessary precaution, a scan

was always taken from the same direction in order to overcome

backlash. The energy (or wavelength) scale was determined

from measurements of high order reflections of K-lines

with well-defined energies (or wavelengths).

3.4 Separation of overlapping bands.

This is one of the most serious problems and concerns primarily

the decomposition of the La-band from the Lag-band in all

specimens, together with the separation of the superimposed

NiLi.il- and CoLo.3 bands in the alloys. In this connection,

the separation of the LÍ.- and Ln bands is insignificant,

since both bands originate from inner electron transitions
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and will therefore be affected only very weakly by alloying.

The Lie-intensity will always constitute the same amount of

the total LAn-intensity.

A separation factor Ka for the La-band can be defined as

the fraction of the pure La-intensity in the Laß-band. An

analogous separation factor K. is defined as the fraction

of NiL£.n-intensity in the simultaneously registrated NiL£r)-

and CoLaß- intensities. The net intensity for a CoLa-band

in a CoLaß (+NiL£ri) -alloy scan is then given by

= iLaß(l-K. )Kct
JÍ.T]

(3.1)

and for a NiLa-band

i'La ( 3 . 2 )

The separation can be performed in different ways.

Sophisticated techniques use the principle of least-squares

to fit the experimental data to a number of model functions,

one for each band. A band shape may often be represented by

a Gaussian function

I(A, - I , exp [-[7/-~j j (3.3)

where

Io = peak intensity at position ,\0

w = full width of the profile at half-maximum

intensity.
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In many cases, however, especially for valence band spectra

with their .long tails, the intensity distribution is better

approximated by the classical Lorentzian expression

K ) = (3.4)

where the quantities I , XQ and w are clearly inapplicable

to the profiles which posess appreciable asymmetry, though

different functions can be used for the different parts of

a single band profile. It is most important to use the

correct model function for each band, otherwise serious errors

may arise. Therefore, the first step is to check if a

function is applicable. A band profile, or a part of it, may

be tested for Gaussian- or Lorentzian character by looking at

the deviation from a least squares fit as described by Statham

[16]. The profile may be tested either before or after the

application of the absorption correction. If such a character

has been found, it is possible to fit the experimental data

points to a Gaussian or Lore.ntzian if initial rough estimates

for the parameters Io, Ao and w are available. However,

the results can be sensitive to the initial guesses and choice

of data points.

A proper separation of the La-band is connected with serious

difficulties. In the first place, both the La- and Lß band

have a natural-asymmetry,which is enlarged by the drastic

change in specimen-self-absorption by the presence of the L

and L absorption edges. In addition the Auger tailing

effect, and especially the strong and unknown contribution from

the overlapping satellite lines, makes a correct separation

of the two bands virtually impossible. Because of- the asymmetry

the best line of action is to fit a Gaussian or Lorentzian to

the high energy side of the La-band. The estimation of the

peak parameters, especially the half-maximum width w, is

rough, and only the upper part of the La-high energy side

could be regarded as sufficiently free from satellite influence.
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This region was found to have mainly Lorentzian character.

The possibility of a change in the La-band intensity relative

to the total Laß-intensity for different alloy-concentrations,

for instance in connection with a possible change in the number

of 3d-elcctrons makes it necessary to fit. a separate Lorentzian

to each individual band.

On the other side the L£n-bands exhibit approximately

symmetrical profiles, as may be expected by electron transitions

from the 3s-level. The Lü-intensity distribution follows a

Lorentzian function very well, as shown in Fig. A.3.3.C. The

Li.-Ln separation is therefore simple.

In many cases it may be advantageous with a more straight-

forward method based on a determination of band profiles from

standards. This is the case for the NiL£n-CoLo:3 separation

where the individual metal bands, free from mutual overlap,

are found in the pure Ni and Co-metol standards. Since the

3s and 2p levels can be thought of as unaffected by alloying,

the shape and peak-height ratio IL£/ILn for the N.iL£n band

in alloys do not differ substantially from that of the pure

metal, provided they are not affected to a different extent

by differential absorption in sample and standard. In this way

the NiLÃn band profile from pure Ni together with the

low-energy CoLa profile is fitted to the alloy curve. Of

course, the background must first be removed,and any significant

change because of absorption taken into consideration. The

separation between the NiL£n- and CoLaß- curves is illustrated

for the Ni-Co alloy in Fig.A.3.3.D •

The procedure is somewhat inflexible and tedious, but eas,y to

apply. The empirical nature of the technique eliminates many

of the difficulties associated with, a more theoretical approach,

and the analytical form of the band needs not be determino.'"'.

This is of great advantage for systems where the band shapes

are not well defined. But proper standards arc required.
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4. CORRECTIONS TO OBSERVED SPECTRA

In general, several various corrections must be made to the

directly observed spectra. The X-ray data must be presented

with full experimental corrections ; i.e. half-backed

theoretical corrections, such as those arising from assumed

variations of the transition probabilities,should not be in-

cluded in the experimental curve [17].Great care must be taken

to ensure that corrections are really what they pretend to be,

and nothing else. The measurements must be made with the best

techniques, and the highest possible accuracy, in order to

allow the necessary corrections to be carried out with reason-

able reliability. Because of the difficulties associated

with the acquiring of necessary informations for making the

corrections, most of the published soft X-ray spectra have

only partially, or not at all, been corrected. It is especially

the lack of corrections for self-absorption and background

that is really serious.

The usual matrix corrections in quantitative electron microprobe

works are beside the background correction those of absorption,

fluorescence and atomic number effects in the sample. With

exception of dead-time correction in the detector system, there

is usually no need of such corrections in the analyzing

crystal or in the counter. This, because microprobe analysjis is

based on the determination of relative intensities for the

same spectral line, measured in the specimen and standard

respectively.

The necessity of recording the entire (integrated) band intensity,

instead of a peak value, involves matrix corrections over a

whole range of wavelengths too, and complicates the problem

of background subtraction. For a complete band correction to

be carried out, the shape of the emission band must also be

taken into consideration.
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The computer programs that normally take care of the matrix-

and dead-time corrections, were designed for lines and definite

absorption coefficients, not bands over which the absorption

coefficients may vary rapidly. In addition, the longer wave-

lengths of the band spectra, as compared with inner level

lines, make the matrix corrections both larger and more uncertain.

A conventional microprobe program is therefore more or less

inapplicable for correction of emission bands.

A solution to the problem requires either a powerful modifi-

cation of the program, or a more simple, although laborious,

step by step method. For various reasons, it does not appear

that the elaborate method is the best one for the present work.

4.1 The different types of correction.

For the soft X-ray spectra, some other corrections must also

be taken into consideration, dependent on the purpose of the

investigation. In articles from Parratt [ 6 ], Liefeld [13],

and Azaroff [18], effects are listed for which corrections

must be made. Together with those already mentioned, the

following list may be set up. The effects are not arranged

in the order of their relative importance.

1) Detector dead-time effect.

2) Variation in detector sensitivity with wavelength.

3) Variation with wavelength in the crystal reflectivity.

4 ) Instrumental resolving power (spectral window) .

5) Width and shape of inner level.

6) Self-absorption by the omitting material, both for

emission bands and the continuous background radiation,

7) Absorption in the analyzing crystal.

8 ) Background under the emission contours being studied.
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9) Fluorescence, both characteristic and continuous.

10) Atomic' number effect (the variation in absolute

X-ray yield with atomic number).

11) Satellite-emission lines (multiple-vacancy effects).

12) Specimen temperature.

13) Auger broadening (low energy Auger tails).

Correction for foreign elements is included in the effects

6. to 11. It is presumed that the samples are clean and of

known physical and chemical state.

The dead time T for a detector system depends on the counter

recovery rate and the electronic circuitry response rate,

and is usually small for proportional counters. The true counting

rate, R , is determined from the measured counting rate Rtrue 3 m
by the relation :

R

true 1-T-R

For the argon-methan gas flow counting system, the dead time

was determined by comparison between the intensities for two

spectral lines at different beam currents, as described by

Birks [19]. From this measurements x was found to be about

2-10~6sec. The dead-time correction is therefore only necessary

for counting rates above several thousand counts per second.

This means that only the Let 3 -band intensities get any Dead-

time correction worth mentioning. The corrections were calcul-

ated for the total band intensities from r^gistrated band-

profiles with corresponding intensity maxima.

The dead-time corrections to the measured values are listed

in Table 4.1.
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Table 4.1.

Dead-time corrections for the different samples.

í^sÇample

Band \ ^

NiLCtß

CoLCiß

lOONi

0.66%

80Ni

0.

0.

20Co

52%

11%

63Ni

0.

0.

37Co

38%

18%

50NJ

0.

0.

50Co

34%

22%

40Ni

0.

0.

60CO

26%

25%

23Wi

0.

0.

77Co

18%

32%

lOOCo

0.39% :

Correction 2) and 3) for detector sensitivity and crystal

reflectivity may be considered as parts of the spectral window

correction 4), but they will be handled in connection with the

background correction. On the other hand, it is convenient to

handle 5) together with the spectral window.

To establish the corrections 2), 3), 4) and 5) either a large

number of careful auxiliary experiments are required, or the

necessary data must be obtained from the works of other

investigators.

The absorption corrections 6) and 7) are the most serious ones,

and deserve special attention. It is convenient to manage these

two absorption effects separately. Beside its strong influence

on the intensity registrations, the self-absorption also has

a strong influence on the shape and position of the bands, as have

been shown by some investigators [13], [20] and [21]. In spite

of this, self-absorption has often been ignored or regarded as

insignificant, which may cause a complete false interpretation

of apparent spectral changes. Many of the omitted absorption

corrections are due to the lack of accurate information about

the absorption spectra, and the depth distribution of X-rays in

the samples.

As long as only the ratio between intensities measured at the same

wavelength is of interest, the correction for absorption in the

crystal drops away. But to obtain an accurate band profile,

or in the case of a possible change of the band, this correction
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must be taken into consideration.

The background correction 8) is especially important for minor

bands with low intensities. It is often difficult or impossible

to make the necessary measurements for the background, or to

estimate the continuum- and scattered intensity contributions

to the total background. Neither is it easy to establish the extent

to which these contributions are modified by the instrument

employed. The continuum radiation is also subject to a strong

self-absorption in the specimen.

The fluorescence and atomic number effects make sense only in

connection with a direct comparison between the intensities of

the same line or band from different samples, as in the usual

microprobe concentration mesurements. For the normalized

intensities of the Wenger method, however, these effects wi]1 be

cancelled. Neither will they have any affect on the band-profiles,

so they will not be considered any further.

Concerning correction 11) for satellite lines, excessive

excitation energies often result in the production of a

considerable rnultiple-ionization satellite structure on the high

energy side of the primary spectrum. Solids with narrow valence

bands, such as the d-bands of the 3d-transition metals and

alloys, will exhibit strong satellites.

The effect of the sample temperature 12), has frequently been

ignored. Spectra have been reported as if they være room temperature

results, while the actual sample temperature could be considerably

above the room temperature. The sample temperature can affect

the spectrum in a variety of ways, and it may be important to

consider this effect.

The Auger 'tailing' effect 13) refers to the long tail on

the low energy side of the emission bands, due to the broadening

of these bands by the Auger effect.
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4.2 Correction for spectral window and inner level width.

With any measurement there is an associated 'instrumental

window function' or 'spectral window' that represents the

way in which the original information is degraded by the

instrument employed. The true band profile is therefore

always modified to some extent by the properties of the

spectrometer, in many cases the change may be quite significant.

Together with the inner level width, that has the same effect

as the spectral window in reducing the resolution, the distortion

of the true band profile may be represented by a smearing - or

distortion function.

The inner level is assumed to have a Lorentzian shape [22],

and a Lorentzian distribution function

L(E-E
62+(E-Eo)'

is therefore used for the smearing effect of the inner level

width. In this expression, E denotes the spectrometer setting,

E-E„ is the deviation from the abscissa value E, for the

maximum function value, and 6 is the half-width at haIf-maximum.

Correspondingly, a Gaussian distribution function

G(E-E ) = exp{-a(E-E0)
2J

is used for the spectrometer smearing effect. Actually the

spectral window is a function of Eo as well as (E-Eo), i.e. in

different spectral ranges, different window functions must be

used.

The observed emission band curve I(E') is then given by the

following convolution integral :
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I (E1) cc N(E) 'T(E) -S(E'-E) dE (4.1)

where N(E)*T(E) is the density of states times the transition

probability curve, and S(E'-E) is the smearing function

obtained from the Lorentzian and Gaussian distribution functions

by the integral

S(E')

+ CO

f
L(E) -G(E'-E) dE (4.2)

The problem is now to unfold the effect of the smearing

function from the measured intensity distribution I(E');

to yield a representation of the density of electron energy

states. In its full generality this is a difficult task. Many

procedures have been developed vfor the removal of the smearing

from a spectrum [23], [24], [25], but it is more convenient

to smear out a calculated density of states with the distortion

that is present in the observed spectrum. This distorted density

of states is then comparable with the experimentally determined•

spectrum. In order to make this process, the smearing function

is passed through the theoretical density of states curve

(more correct, the oscillator strength curve) in equal incremental

steps of energy AE. The smaller the steps AE, the greater

accuracy. This process can be done by graphical integration,

but a computer can do it much faster and with greater accuracy.

The smearing function will also act upon the absorption edges

in the background- and absorption corrections, and must be

taken into consideration in these cases. On the other side,

is without importance in connection with the integrated intensity-

measurements of the Wcnger method.

In the case of the focusing bent-crystal spectrometer, the

spectral window is due to some combination of the crystal,

scattering and focusing imperfections. Because of the mosaic

structure, the various regions of the crystal will diffract
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at slightly different orientations of the crystal, thereby

giving a smearing of the diffracted line profile. The width

of this 'rocking curve' is a measure of the crystal's in-

trinsic resolution power. But the resolution of a curved-

crystal spectrometer is not just the rocking curve breadth,

but is controlled by the 'fanning divergence' which is

usually larger. This effect is due to the divergence of

radiation (from the point source) out of the plane of the

focusing circle, which leads to a strong increase in the

diffracted line width. The overall width of the diffracted

profile will therefore be a convolution of the spread due to

fanning divergence and crystal rocking curve.

The total smearing gives a tendency for the band profile to

be flattened on the top, which may be an advantage in the

usual microprobe work.
it

The rocking curve breadth for our RAP crystal has not been

determined because of the great difficulties connected with

such measurements. But, according to Birks [193, the nearly

related KAP crystal has a rocking curve breadth of 70 sec.

of arc, i.e., about 0.02°, which is equivalent to æ 0.07 A

or 0.35 eV. Since the RAP value is small anyway compared

with its fanning divergence the KAP value of 0.02° can also be

taken as representative of the RAP rocking curve width as

well, without introducing any greater error.

As an illustration of the fanning divergence, Fig. 4.1, taken

from Birks [19], shows the overall geometry for the curved

crystal, and the details of the change in diffracting angle 6

with fanning angle ç. The focusing circle with radius r

passes through the points Mt, M? and M3 on the crystal

surface. The Bragg angle 8 will be satisfied everywhere

along this line for radiation from the point source S .

Points such as Q , out of the plane of the focusing circle,

are associated with the fanning divergence (j>. At Q the

angle of incidence will be 6-AG.

From the following set of equations, Eq. (4.3a-4.3e), the

deviation A0 due to fanning divergence can be calculated.



Fig. 4.1 a ) . The focusing crystal causes diffracted radiation from a

point source to converge to a line image.

b ) . Details of the fanning divergence and parameters used

in Eq. (4.3).

b = 2r sin 6 cos 8 = r sin 26

c = 2r sin 6 sin 6 = 2r sin26

a/b = tan <j>

a/g = sin <}>

c/g =' tan(6-A0)

(4.3a)

(4.3b)

(4.3c)

(4.3d)

(4.3e)

The RAP crystal has a width of 1.2 cm and the radius of the

focusing circle is 10 cm. As already mentioned, the spectral

window, and with it the fanning divergence, is a- function of

the position, i.e., of the crystal setting. The Bragg angles

for the CoLa and NiLct peak values are 0 = 37.80° and

6 = 33.97 , respectively. With these values, the deviation

AQ in degree, wavelength or energy, is found to be

CoLa : A6 = 0.054

NiLa : A6 = 0.053

0.019 Â « 0.94 eV

0.020 Â « 1.17 eV.
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To determine the inner level width and shape it is necessary

to use a two-crystal spectrometer with a rather well known

spectral window function, but such a one was not available.

Instead, the total widths of the L3 inner vacancy energy

levels for Co and Ni were found by extrapolation of the

corresponding values for Ti, Mn and Cu, given by

Parratt [ 6 ]. These widths are believed to be essentially

atomic values, i.e., unperturbed by the physical and chemical

environments. Corrections have been made for the spectral

window, for the backgrounds and for the overlapping lines.

The total full widths at half-maximum for Co and Ni should

be about 0.40 eV and 0.45 eV, respectively. Lattice

vibrations should give an additional contribution of a few

tenths of an eV (or less) at a temperature of about 300 K.

To obtain the radiative widths, the total widths must be

multiplied with the corresponding fluorescence yields. These

were found from the well-known Burhop [26] expression

WL =

1.02-10e+Z1*

»/here Z is the atomic number.

Because of the small values of these fluorescence yields,

5-10~3 for Co and 6*10~3 for Ni , the corresponding

radiative widths for the L3-levels are very sTiall, and

can be ignored.

4.3 Self-absorption correction.

As mentioned, a correction for absorption in the sample

requires, if it is to be accurate, knowledge of detailed

absorption coefficients of the sample material (absorption
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spectra), and precise knowledge of the distribution in the

source of both the characteristic- and continuous radiation.

To avoid these difficulties, many investigations have been

carried out with lower accelerating voltages, in order to

escape significant anode self-absorption. Still, higher

electron energies are most used for X-ray valence-band studies.

The ordinary microprobe correction procedures for self-absorption

are designed for higher accelerating voltages, and can hardly

be used at lov; potentials. A correction program with another

retardation law for the electrons than commonly used, together

with some extra modifications for low voltages, has been con-

structed by Haug [27]. It gives what seems to be reasonable

results for voltages below 2kV, but the results soon become

meaningless with increasing voltage, or higher absorption

coefficients. Altogether, a high degree of uncertainty exists

for the correction of self-absorption at low voltages.

This is one of the reasons for the choice of such a high

voltage as 4kV. In addition to higher counting rates and

better microprobe conditions, the voltage is high enough to

allow the use of a conventional correction procedure, if

necessary with some modifications.

Generally valid for characteristic X-rays is the formula

due to Philibert [28]

f(x) =

v1 + SA1 + a a )
The absorption parameter x is equal to x = (M/P) l/sin y

where ip is the X-ray take-off angle, and (y/p) is the

mass absorption coefficient, which can be calculated from

data given by Heinrich [29] . For the ARL microprobe V

is constant and equal to 52.5°. The quantity h = 1.2 A/Z2

for a pure element. A and Z are the atomic weight and
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atomic number respectively. For compounds a mean value of

h is used. The electron mass absorption coefficient a

was at first considered as the Lenard coefficient, but has

later been modified by different authors. The best estimate

is given by Heinrich,

4.5-10-1

- -65

where V and V are the accelerating voltage and the
O C

excitation potential respectively.

An attempt to evaluate the self absorption from the assumption

that all radiation are being produced at an average depth,

seems to indicate that very reasonable results may be obtained

by using the Philibert absorption correction at 4kV acceler-

ating voltage. It is the a-factor, more than anyone else,

which controls the value of f(x), and a possible modification

must primarily lie in this one. Experiments with different

constants in the o-factor, tested in connection with NiLc<-

intensity measurements on Ni-containing samples of known

composition, give no reason for a modification of the value

4.5*105 for the constant at 4kV accelerating voltage.

The absorption correction for the continuous radiation in the

sample, can be carried out by means of an absorption function

f(x)1 similar to that used for characteristic radiation.

For continuous radiation, however, the depth distribution

is not necessarily the same as that of characteristic X-rays.

Reed [30]has shown that the generation of continuous radiation

is concentrated to a greater average depth, and thereby sub-

ject to greater absorption, than the corresponding character-

istic radiation. But, according to Reed [30]Philibert's

formula can still be used for the continuum radiation when

the excitation potential V is substituted by the wavelength-

dependent potential V(A), and when the constant in the o-

factor is changed to a lower value in view of the greater



absorption. For a Cu target and an accelerating voltage of

29kV, Reed found the new constant to be approximately 4.0-10:)

For continuous radiation, the a-factor is given by

a(X) =
4-10" 4-10'

1.6 5 /he V - 6 5 K 6 5 /'l2.398\1-65
V(i _

when X is given in Angstroms.

4.4 Correction for the absorption in the analyzing crystal.

In order to make allowance for absorption in a bent analyzing

crystal, it is possible to use the symmetrical Bragg arrange-

ment, which generally is applied to plane crystals. In this

arrangement we consider a parallel beam of radiation, incident

upon a plane surface under an angle 6 , as shown in Fig. 4.2.

Fig. 4.2. The symmetrical Bragg arrangement.

The reflecting planes are parallel to the crystal surface,

and the incident and reflected beams leave the same surface.
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The shaded volume element dV of thickness dz at a depth

z below the surface is given by

dv = -r=—n- dzsin 0

where A is the cross-section of the incident beam. The

total absorption factor for radiation diffracted by this

volume element is

exp
r fv\ 2pz
1 \ç)J sin

where (p/p) is the mass absorption coefficient and p the

density of the crystal. Consequently, the diffracted intensity

from the volume dV is proportional to

d l a e x p <-[-pj sin 6Í dV = i £ T ë e x p 1- VP7 TiiTëi öz

If the crystal is assumed to be of infinite thickness, no

radiation will pass through it, and integration of this

expression from z = 0 to infinity will give the attenuation

of the total diffracted intensity due to the absorption

I° Í J fv\ ZP* \ dz

I cc i

Tor the bent microprobe crystal, the divergent X-rays from the

point source all make the same angle 6 with the reflecting
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planes of the crystal. It is then possible to consider the

microprobe crystal as consisting of a great number of blocks

every one small enough to be thought of as a plane

crystallite, and each being irradiated under the same angle.

The total diffracted intensity can be considered as the sum

of the contributions from such individual blocks.

The symmetrical Bragg arrangement can therefore be applied

to each little part of the crystal, giving the same absorption

factor l/2p(u/p) for the whole crystal.

The mass absorption coefficient (p/p) for different wavelengths

can be calculated for each kind of element in the crystal by

means of data from Heinrich [29], and the total absorption

coefficient calculated in the usual way when the mass fraction

of each element is known.

The absorption factor l/(y/p) for the crystal, and f(x) for

both characteristic and continuous radiation in pure Co and

pure Ni , have been calculated over the actual wavelength

region. The combination of the crystal absorption and the

self-absorption in either Co or Ni , has been exhibited in the

absorption curves as shown in Appendix 1 for the case of Co.

The curve for any alloy composition can be produced by simple-

superposition of weighted curves for pure Co and pure Ni.

In the f(x) calcula .ions, sharp absorption edges have been

used. Actually, the absorption steps are smoothed by the

spectral window function of the instrument due to both the

crystal rocking cu^ve and the fanning divergence. A smeared

absorption edge can be calculated by convoluting a sharp edge

with a Gaussian distribution function, representing the spectro-

meter smearing effect, as sketched in Fig. 4.3 from [31] .

An effective mass absorption coefficient over the edge is

then given by the formula [ 3 ]
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Fig. 4.3. Formation of a smeared absorption edge obtained by convoluting

the sharp edge with the Gaussian distribution function for the

instrument.

where

A.

G.U.) = exP j-ln2 [-n)

VV <4.4]

is the Gaussian responso function, with half width W/2 *» 0.023

obtained from the integral (4.2)

+ OO

G(X-, - I oxp{-]n? {^Jf} . cxp {-l„2 (01)'} dA

where Wj is the crystal rocking curve breadth, and W /2 = AS

due to fanning divergence.

This smearing was carried out on the L - and L absorption

edges of Co and Hi , as shown in Fig.A.'+.S. This is of

great importance for the registrated band profiles, since an

unsmeared absorption edge will appear as a sharp edge in a
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profile corrected for absorption.

Of course, as may be expected, the crystal has no absorption

edges in the actual area. For a measured band intensity it is

practical to have an average value for the absorption correction

to be multiplied with. Of course, this requires a specific

mean value for each band in every sample. This can be obtained

for a particular band by comparing the integrated intensity

with and without the correction carried out.

If the intensity distribution for a band is mathematically v/ell

defined, which is usually not the case, the corrected band

intensity could easily be found by an integration over the

intensity distribution multiplied with the absorption correction.

In such a case the average absorption correction is given by

A2
Í

j

fix) A.
V \wÍV \w I(A) dA

A.

with the integration carried out over the whole profile.

The best way to get an accurate determination of the intensity

distribution in a band is by a step-scan analysis, as described

in Chapter 3. The corrected profile can then be obtained by

making a point by point correction over the whole profile.

To do this the. correction for each step mast be calculated.

By this procedure the average correction factor is expressed by

I ni
f (>:5

f (x)

W I ii. I(A.)
L I 1

(4.5)

where n. is a factor which corrects for different spacing

between the steps,
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To carry out this calculation most easily, a computer

program is based upon the use of Simpson's formula for the

integration. The input data are the measured intensities

I(A.) corrected for detector noise and dead-time effect.

The program itself takes care of the background correction,

by calculating the background intensity at each point,

according to Eq. (4.9). The corrections for detector noise

and dead-time effect can also be made by the program. As an

example, the program used for the calculation of the average •

correction factor for the TJiLa(3-band from the 23Ni 77Co alloy,

is given in Appendix

4.5 Background corrections.

In usual quantitative microprobe analysis, the background

under the peak is estimated by interpolating between

measurements on both sides of the peak. For the registration of

integrated intensities in valence band spectra, however, the

rather broad bands make it necessary to determine the back-

ground intensity over a considerable range of wavelengths.

Besides, peaks of interest often overlap, making true back-

ground measurements in this area difficult or even impossibJe.

The situation may be further complicated by the occurance of

absorption edges.

A theoretical attempt to calculate the background directly

is most difficult because of the different contributions to

the total intensity distribution, the effect of absorption

in the specimen, the analyzing crystal and the detector window.

Further, the presence of absorption edges, the non-linear

dependence on the wavelength, the crystaj reflecting power

and detector response also complicate the problem.

Probably the best way of solution is to make a semiempirical

evaluation. In this approach, background counts are recorded

at available points, free from interferring peaks and long-
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range tails, on both sides of the spectrum. A suitable

polynomial could then be used to fit a smooth curve between

the available background points. However, the fitted back-

ground must be accurate over a large range beacuse the pure

background areas are so far apart. Linear or simple polynomial

expressions are therefore generally inadequate. Sometimes,

it may be possible by using a combination of experiment,

theory and assumptions, to find analytical expressions which

suit the background quite well.

The main objection against these techniques is that neither

of them take complete account of absorption edges, which

cannot be ignored in an accurate experiment.

The background shape and the dependence on absorption edges

can best be allowed for by a method based on the physics of

the situation.

In practice several sources contribute to the total back-

ground intensity. Of these, the continuous X-ray spectrum

from the specimen is the fundamental one.

Instrumental effects and other contributions like fluorescence

and scattered radiation from the crystal are difficult to

estimate, but are generally small, and can be considered to

give a constant contribution over the whole spectrum.

The intensity of the continuous spectrum is proportional

to the atomic number Z of the specimen, the electron beam

current and to the square of the accelerating voltage. The

spectrum terminates abruptly at a short wavelength limit XQ ,

which is a function of the applied voltage only.

For an ideally thin target, i.e. d taryet thin cnounn to prevent

an incident electron from undergoing, collisions with moro than

one atom, quantum-mechanical calculations indicate that the

most likely interaction involves either total energy loss or

none. The intensity distribution from such a thin target

as a function of the wavelength is given by
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KA) = c for

This expression shows a maximum at the short wavelength

limit and a tailing off at increasing wavelengths.

In a thick target the penetrating electrons vzill lose

energy by multiple scattering processes. Successive layers

will receive electrons whose average energy has been reduced

to an extent depending upon the"distance below the surface.

A solid target may be considered as a stack of thin targets,

and the short wavelength limit for each successive thin

layer will be at a correspondingly longer wavelength. So the

continuous spectrum from a thick specimen can be thought

of as a superposition of a series of thin target spectra,

as shown in Fig. 4.4.

Fig. 4.4. Fig. 4.5.

According to Kulenkampff the continuous intensity distribution,

the number, expressed in terms of photons of wavelength X , is
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where C and B are constants, and C >> B so that the second

term can be neglected, except for wavelengths near the short

wavelength limit AQ.

From quantum-mechanical considerations Kramers deduced a

similar expression

- =,- •
(4.6)

Tor wavelengths between 8 Â and 14 Â Stephenson and

Hason [32] found

A comparison between different formulae shows that the

curves will approach that for a thin target at longer wave-

lengths (i.e. long compared with ^0)» partly because the

mass absorption coefficient at these wavelengths is much

higher. Therefore, the stronger the absorption, the smaller

the mean depth at which the X-rays are generated. Because

of this, the choice of expression foi the continuous radiation

is not so important. Here, the Kramers' law, Eg. (4.6),

with proper corrections, has been adopted to represent the

background. The recorded spectrum in a certain area of wave-

lengths consists of contributions from the same range of

continuum radiation, together with high order reflections,

from other parts of the continuous spectrum. The reflections

of higher order can be removed by application of pulse height

analysis (PHA), but for some reasons PHA was not used. An

attempt to calculate these contributions, with the necessary

corrections for absorption, variation in crystal reflecting

power and detector response was carried out, and shows

overlap of higher order reflections gives no significant
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change in the shape of the spectrum, except for small

deviations near the absorption edges. It is therefore

possible to consider the first order spectrum only, and handle

the other contributions as an instrumental constant.

As already mentioned, the Kramers' expression must be modified

by introduction of corrections for absorption and other effects.

In the preceding sections the corrections for absorption both

in sample and crystal were determined. The detector window

absorption is regarded as approximately constant, and no

specific correction for this effect is carried out.

The parameter which most conveniently' defines the varying

diffraction efficiency for an analyzing crystal,is the

integral reflecting coefficient or integrated reflecting

power R . . This quantity represents the area under the

crystal rocking curve, and has the advantage of being independent

of the crystal shape.

Gilfrich et al. [33] have measured and calculated this

parameter as a function of wavelength for a number of

crystals. Unfortunately, their experimental procedure seems

to indicate that absorption is an inherent part of this

reflection efficiency. The RAP crystal was not among the

measured crystals, but the result for the nearly related

KAP crystal , applicable to the same wavelength area, and

with element 19 K instead of element 37 Rb as the only

structural difference,can be expected to exhibit the same

trend. Both their calculations and measurements shov; a rather

slowly varying reflectivity for the KAP crystal, it has a small

decrease with increasing wavelength in the actual area.

Of course, the integrated reflecting power is a specific

quantity for each crystal. It depends on the mosaic

structure of the crystal,on the way it has been prepared,

if it has been flexed, abraded or cleared. The result

found by Gilfrich et al. was for a KAP plane crystal, and is
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general expiration must be more or less the same.

According to Darwin's theory [34] , which takes care of the

primary extinction, the integrated reflecting power is

proportional to

Rhk£
(l + [cos 26 I\
V 2sin 29 )

with structure factor Fhtn / wavelength A, and diffracting

angle 6 .

This expression, in which absorption is neglected, gives a

slow rise in R . with increasing wavelength. A modified

form, including absorption effects, the Darwin-Prins function,

exhibit a downward tendency for increasing wavelength, in

accordance with the results of Gilfrich et al.

An evaluation of these results leads to the conclusion that

no greater error is introduced by assuming a constant crystal

reflectivity within the area of interest.

Concerning the detector efficiency the only data available

to the author is a plot of the absorption of X-rays up to

about 10 Å in the Ar/CH counter gas of a gas-flow proportional

counter, given by [35] , and shown in Fig. 4.5 (p. 51).

An attempt to extend this plot to higher wavelengths seems

to indicate that the absorption,and thereby the detector

response, should flatten out and be approximately constant.

For that purpose it is a reasonable assumption to consider

the product of the crystal reflecting power and detector

efficiency to be constant.

The time has come to compare the theoretical intensity

distribution based on Kramers' formula, together with

necessary corrections, with recorded intensity data. The
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theoretical background is now given by the follov.'ing

expression : •

i(A) = C1

fa C •

- - l|f!x) •
o

D(A)

(4.7)

with f(x) and l/(y/p) as corrections for absorption in

specimen and crystal, while R(A) and D(A) are the crystal

reflecting power and detector efficiency, respectively.

When the product R(A) • D(A) æ constant, the total absorption

correction constitute the only adjustment necessary to be

carried out.

As already mentioned, registration of true background points

are difficult because of interfering peaks and long range

tails. Most frequently it is only possible to find a pure

background outside the peak region. To a certain extent it

is nevertheless possible to detect true background

intensities in peak areas. This may be done by measurements on

neighbouring elements with true background at this wavelengths.

The intensity values for the actual element is then found by

multiplying with the ratio of the atomic numbers.

It is advantageous to measure background values on the pure

components of the alloys, and to determine the accurate

spectrum for this elements, since the background spectrum

for any alloy composition is made up by contributions from

each component. So with the background spectra for each

component known, the alloy spectrum can easily be determined.

In order to fit the theoretical expression (4.7) to the

recorded intensity values by a least squares method, it is

desirable to have a great number of true background points

over the spectrum, because the statistical accuracy is defined

by the number of data points available.
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The attempt to find an empirical value for the constant

in the expression and to fit the final result to the various

measured background points was not successful. However,

as pointed out by Ware and Reed [36"] , a theoretical treat-

ment of background contains several uncertainties, and it is

therefore desirable to modify the expression to allow for

empirical adjustments. They suggested that an empirical

correction term F(A), dependent on the wavelength, should

be added to the corrected Kramers' formula, giving a resulting

equation of the general form :

(4.3)

It turned out to be a difficult problem to find a proper

correction term F(A) , so instead a more efficient ex-

pression found by Lifshin [37] was used. After correction

for absorption, the background is fitted to a quadratic

expression of the Kramers' formula :

(4.9)
fiL\

The coefficients A and B are constants which depend on

the atomic number of the specimen and the accelerating

potential EQ.

This gives a high degree of empirical freedom since the

coefficients can be changed to accomodate deviations from

the model. Thereby, a v/ide range of sample compositions

can be handled.

Lifshin's expression gives in fact an unusually good agree-

ment with the registrated background values, and the back-

ground intensity distributions for the pure elements Ni

and Co, recorded on the basis of this expression, are shown

in Fig.A. 4. L) With the background calculations, sharp
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absorption edges have been used in the f(x) correction, as

indicated in the plots. Actually, the absorption steps are

smoothed by the 'instrumental function' of the instrument

employed. This can be done in the same way as explained

for the absorption correction by convoluting an edge with

the Gaussian response function for the spectrometer system.

However, the errors due to neglecting the instrumental

smoothing of the absorption edges are usually unimportant.

It remains to mention that the contribution to the measured

background intensities from the electronic noise in the

detector system, corresponding to about 26 counts per 100

seconds counting time for the particular threshold value

used, was subtracted from the recorded intensities.

4.6 Satellite emission.

Correction for satellites involves great difficulties because

of these lines, which originate from multiple-ionization

states, are often so coincident with the parent line or

band that they are not even recognized. Another problem

is that their intensity distribution is unknown.

In the most investigations of L-band spectra from 3d-transition

metals, the satellite lines that exist on the short wavelength

side of the L3 -absorption edge, have been undetected or

have been regarded as small and insignificant. However,

Liefeld [13] has determined the importance of the^e satellites

by studying the shape of the NiLa-eiriission band for succesively

lower acceleration voltages with a two-crystal spectronoter.

He found a considerable contribution to the integrated band

intensity from the satellite lines. This satellite intensity

was further found to decrease regularly with decreasing incident

electron energies, and seems to disappear for electron energies

belov; the L2 excitation energy. This is just what may be

expected from multiple vacancy states set up by Auger



transitions from the ionized L and

satellite intensity disappears when Lj

states are not produced.

L? states, and the

and L„ ionization

Therefore, a possible way to get an estimate of the amount of

an integrated La-band intensity which consists of satellite

emissions, is to compare the shape of the band in question

with the satellite-free band, excited by incident electrons

of less than the L2~excitation energy. Or, in order to avoid

La-satellites completely, it is necessary to use an anode

potential just above the La-excitation energy.

Unfortunately, as mentioned earlier, the microprobe is a

very unfavourable instrument concerning very low and near

threshold accelerating voltages. So, an attempt to record

the satellite-free La-band for Hi or Co v/as unsuccessful,

mainly because of the nearly vanishing counting rates at

such low voltages.

However, it is a reasonable assumption to believe the satellite-

contribution to a particular band, as independent of the sample

composition. A comparison between normalized Lcxß-bands,

corrected for absorption, as shown for instance in Fig. 4.3,

gives a support to this suggestion. Any random deviation

which may exist, gives no reason to believe anything else.

4.7 Thermal effects.

The temperature can affect the specimen in a variety of ways.

In a high-precision work it is necessary to consider thermal

expansion of the crystal lattice, which may cause shifts

in the fine structure of the density of states distribution.

Another effect is the thermal broadening of the Fermi edge.
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which follows the Fermi-Dirac distribution. This effect

is due to the excitation of the electrons, that are very

close to the Fermi surface, by the absorption of phonons.

The result is a slight decrease in the density of states

on the low energy side of the Fermi edge, and a creation

of a small tail on the high energy side. According to

Skinner [38] the effect of the thermal motion of the electrons

on the width of the edge is equal to 6kT , where k is

Boltzmann's constant and T is the absolute temperature.

As mentioned in Chapter 4.2 , a rise in the temperature

also increases the inner level width.

The temperature of the raicroprobe X-ray point source can

be calculated from the relations derived by Castaing [39].

With the voltage and current used, the temperature increase

should be within 10 from the room-temperature, and no

special correction is therefore necessary.

4.8 Auger broadening.

The long tail on the low-energy side of a valence emission

band is at least partially accounted for by an Auger process.

In this explanation, which was put forward by Skinner [38],

an electron vacancy or hole arising at the bottom of the

valence band through an electron transition to an allowed

lower state, could be filled by an electron from the top of

the band. This transition is a radiationies:? Auger transition

in which the excess energy is assigned to an electron at the

top of the same band, raising it to an empty state above the

Fermi energy. By this process the lifetime of the hole is

greatly reduced, and the width of the level correspondingly

increased.

Holes can be filled by any electron whose energy is,greater

than that of the hole. Vacancies near the bottom of the band
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have more electrons to fill them, while there are only

few electrons available to fill holes near the top of the

band. Therefore the holes near the bottom of the band have

lifetimes that are considerably shorter than those for the

holes near the top.

For this reason the band spectrum is considerably broadened

at the low-energy side. A similar but much shorter tailing

appears on the high-energy side of the band. This explains

the large low-energy tails in many metal spectra.

Other proposals to account for this tail or part of it have

also been made. It is interesting to notice that such tailing

usually is nonexisting or extremely snail for insulators

and semiconductors with band gap.

To obtain an accurate determination of a band profile, it is

necessary to correct for the Auger broadening. However,

complications can make the debroadening difficult. The low

energy tail is partly due to the spectral contribution from

the 4s •+ 2p transition and it is difficult to separate between

this one and the contribution due to the 7\uger process. In

addition, if the broadening varies with energy, v/hich is

the case in many situations, the usual debroadening techniques

cannot be applied.

According to the Auger explanation the intensity in the tail

appears at the expense of the intensity in the rest of the

band, particularly in the other half cf the band. Because

of this there ic no need of a correction for the Auger

broadening in connection with the integrated intensity

registrations as long as the tail intensity is included in

the measurement. Since the Juiger broadening includes only

a small fraction of the total band intensity, the effect on

the average absorption factor of a particular band can be

regarded as negligible.

No attempt has therefore been made to correct the total band

shape for the Auger broadening.
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4.S The reliability of the results.

After correction for the systematical ('real') errors in the

intensity measurements, the statistical fluctuations or random

errors in the data must also be accounted for.

The following factors are contributing to the total variation

of the measured data.

1. The counting error in the X-ray measurements.

2. Variation associated with the instrument operation.

This includes the setting of crystal, detector,

voltage, beam current and other operating parameters.

3. Instrumental variations. This includes long- and

short-term drift of the power supplies, the electron

beam position and other electrical- and mechanical

instabilities.

4. Inhomogeneity of the specimens.

5. Errors introduced by separation of overlapping bands.

The measured intensity ratio f = (ILo:/IL£) on a particular

specimen is therefore not only a function of the La- and Li.

band intensities, but also a function of all the factors

which can contribute to the total variation. This total

variation - or standard deviation - Af on a measurement of

the intensity ratio can be determined as the square root of

the sum of the squares of each variation present :

Af = v

¥

(4.1.0 )
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where ILa_ , ILct^ , T.ij/_ and IL-?-,

bands, c is the

represent

instrumental variables and operating parameters r and K_.
j

are separation factors for separation of different oveilapping
bands.

p b p b
background-intensities of the La- and

sample composition, the different quantities x.

The differential quotients
3f 3f 3f
31 ' 8c ' 3x± """ 3K.

the usual partial derivatives with respect to the -'different

variables, and Ai , Ac

each single variable.

AX± and AK.

are

are the errors o;7

The expression (4.10) can be modified by the introduction

of a total variation for all the X-ray intensity measurements,for

the instrumental variation and the errors of the instrument

operation.

By setting

o2 +o2
inst oper

sample

where a

a

X-ray

inst

oper

faample

= standard counting error

- instrument variation

- errors of instrument operation

= sample variation.
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The total variation on a measurement can be expressed as

Af = o2 + a2
I X--ray i + cr + a' . + }. \~- ^ ! V (4.11)( Vl

inst oper sample ? \oK. 3/ j

The errors directly connected with the intensity measurement

are just those of counting, instrumental variation and operation,

and sample inhomogeneity. For the mean value of a series of •

mutual independent measurements on a sample, those variations

can therefore be replaced by the well-known relation for the

standard deviation of the mean value, namely :

where

o =in / n(n-l)
(4.12 )

number of measurements,

deviation of eacl

the average t .

n.

t.-t = deviation of each measurement t. from

So the total variation Af on the mean value f of the

intensity ratio from n measurements on a particular sample

is given by

r/- I'
3 - Í A K j ; J '

(4.13)

In the Eq. (4. ) for the change of the number of 3d-

electrons when alloying, both the mean value f _for t?

alloy and for the pure metal enters the equation

rf (a] lov) -i

An, =- n.(R-l) = n. U ? ' r — ^ T " 1

d d d i r (metal) I
L m J
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The deviation in the final answer is then given by

r/ 8
6 (An,) = {--—d Wot (

å—_ Af (alloy) )
alloy) m 1 J

which gives

3An Y
+ \TTT-, — Af (metal))

f (metal) m I

(4.14)

where Af(notal) and Af(alloy) are determined from

Eg. (4.13).

4.10 Determination of individual errors.

In addition to the errors directly connected with the

intensity measurements, which can easiüy be calculated for

a series of measurements by Eg. (4.12), the errors AK.

arising from the separation of overlapping bands raust be

determined.

With a least squares fitting of the experimental intensity

data to a model function, a theoretical statistical error

can be calculated, but this error is on]y meaningful if

the function is exact. This is rarely the case in practice,

and inaccuracies in the function often produce the dominant

error. For this reason the best way is probably to estimate

the error from a trial and error approach by fitting the

experimental data to closely separated model functions, and

estimating the error from the difference. A corresponding

technique can be employed in the deconvolution of an alloy-

spectrum by the use of band profiles from standards.



For the La- and Li-separations the errors £>K and ^K ,

were estimated to be less than 1% of the corresponding band

intensities for all samples. For the NiL^n - CoLar

separation, however, the error depends on the composition. At

low Ni-concentrations the NiL->-n-bands are small compared with

the CoLoiß-bands.
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5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The values that were taken as representative for the

•noasured band intensities were selected from a groat number of

registrations, carried out over a long period of time. All

the former measurements were either recorded at too low

excitation energies or later found to have been carried out

under insufficient precautions, and were therefore rejected.

Besides, series of measurements where the individual measure-

ments show too great mutual deviations, were also rejected.

At last there remains a set of measurements with usable

statistics, and these values were corrected for the effects of

dead-time, background and absorption according to Chapter 4.

The dead-time corrections were those given in Table 4.1, while

the background was determined for each individual band from

the background curves, Fig. A.4.4. Accurate background

corrections are of great importance because of the relatively

weak LJ£—band intensities, and they may therefore have a

strong influence on the ILa/ILS, intensity ratios.

As mentioned in Chapter 4.3 the specimen self-absorption

varies strongly with the electron excitation-energy, which

clearly appears in the plots of Fig. A.5.1. showing the

NiLa3~band from pure nickel recorded at two different

accelerating voltages. The high voltage plot exhibits an

increased ILa/ILßj ratio and a steeper profile on the high

energy side of the NiL3 absorption edge.

The effect of absorption on the registrated band profile

for a given voltage appears from a point by point correction

of a NiLa3 band, as shown in Fig. A.5.2. The correction

results in a lower Lr</L3 ratio and a greater La-band width

at half-maximum intensity.

The integratad intensity for a band is corrected fcr absorption

with an average absorption coefficient calculated for the band
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profile concerned by the computer program in Jippendix 3.

The average absorption coefficients for the different bands

are given in Table 5.1.

The separation of overlapping bands were carried out as described

in Chapter 3.4.

The value of n, (oure metal) to be used in the Wenger
d. -

expression (Eq. (2.7)) were taken as 8.3 for Co and

9.4 for Ni. These values are in accordance with most values

given in the literature. Somewhat lower values for n, are

suggested by Galperin [40] from a new theoretical model for

the extension of the change density of 3d electrons of atoms

in ferromagnetic metals. His values are 7.72 for f.c.c Co

and 8.612 for f.c.c Ni.

The ILa/IL£ intensity ratios used were in each case the

average value of at least twelve registrations.

The final results for the change An, in the number of d-

electrons together with the standard deviations calculated

from Eg. (4.14) are given in Table 5.2 and 5.3 for Co

and Ni respectively., and also shown graphically in Fig. 7w5.3.

Since the L(i1- and the Ln bands also represent transitions

of 3d and 3s electrons respectively, although to the L T I

level instead of the L T T T level, it is just possible that the

ILaß/ILAii ratio can be used in the same sense as the ILo./ILi

ratio. This procedure will have the great advantage of avoiding

the troublesome separation of overlapping bands, and the error

connected with this operation.

By this procedure, the satellite linos will indeed be included

in the La3 band intensity, but as long as they always seen;

to constitute the same amount of the total intensity for a

given accelerating voltage, they will have no effect on the

ratio between the ILaß intensities from the alloys and the

pure metal standard.

The results for the use of Laß and Lin integrated intensities

together with the experimental uncertainties are given in

Table 5.4 and 5.5, and also plotted in Fig. A.5.4.



Table 5.1

Average absorption coefficients <(u/p) /f'(x)> for the different bands.

L and L bands Laß and L£r| bands

Specimen | CoLa CoLÍ. NiLa NiLÍ, CoLaß COLÍT) NiLaß

ICO Co I

23Ni77Co j

40NÍ6CCO |

50NL50CO j

63Ni37Co i

S0NÍ20CO i'

lOONi Í

7490

7422

7368

7337

7297

7245

10768

10794

10312

10824

10839

10S53

6712

6618

6558

6478

6372

6247

8044

8054

ß060

8069

8079

8092

7989

7774

7618

7525

7405

7248

10653

10678

10697

10708

10722

10736

7031

6843

6726

6574

6375

6130

7958

7968

7974

7982

7993

8005
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Table 5.2

The change in the number of d-electron« per atom of Co for the

different alloys from the ILCX/IL£ intensity measurements.

Alloy

23Ni77Co

40NÍ60CO

SONiSOCo

63Ni37Co

80Ni20Co

R

0.9970

1.0012

0.9913

0.99735

0.9933

An, (Co) i ó(AnJ
d d

-0.025 ± 0.07

+0.010 ±0.06

-0.072 ± 0.07

-0.022 + 0.06

-0.055 + 0.08

Table 5.3

The change in the number of d~electrons per atom of Ni for the

different alloys from the ILCi/ILÄ intensity measurements.

Alloy

23Ni77Co

40Ni60Co

50NiS0Co

63Ni37Co

80Ni20Co

R

1.0317

1.0205

1.0163

' 1.0174

1.0104

An, (Ni)
a

+0.298

+0.193

10.3.53

+0.164

+0.098

± (5 (An,)a

± 0.15

± 0.14

±0.10

i 0.10

± 0.09
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Table 5.4

The change in the number of d-electrons per atom of Co for the

different alloys from the ILafVllXn intensity measurements.

Alloy

23KÍ77CO

40Ni60Co

50I-U50CO

63Ni37Co

80NÍ20CO

0.9957

1.0043

0.9901

1.0063

0.9963

An, (Co) ± 6 (An,)
d d

-0.035 ± 0.05

+0.040 ± 0.04

-0.082 ± 0 . 0 4

+0.052 ± 0.04

-0.031 + 0.06

Table 5.5

The change in the number of d-electrons per atom of Ni for the

different alloys from the lLaß/lLÄn intensity measurements.

Alloy

23Hi77Co

40Ni60Co

50Ni50Co

63Ni37Co

80Ki20Co

R

1.0358

1.0199

1.0189

1.0162

1.0124

An, (Ni) i 6 (An.)
a a

40.336 + 0.10

+0.187 ± 0.09

+0.178 ±0.07

+0.153 + 0.07

+0.117 i 0.06
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In both cases the Co results seem to be distributed around

a straight line showing no significant change at all in the

number of d-electrons upon alloying, or only a small and constant

negative deviation from An, = 0. The latter (case) may as

well be due to a systematic error, most likely connected with

the absorption or the background correction. Thus the results

of the Co intensity nieasurements seem to be consistent with

the minimum polarity model of Lang and Ehrenreich [11].

On the other hand, the Ni results seem 1-0 exhibit a positive

increase in the number of d-electrons p::r Ni atom with

increasing Co concentration.

Perhaps it would be possible to interpret, this Ni-trend

as a support of the rigid band model, if the Co results

could be interpreted as a corresponding negative deviation,

thus indicating a 'transfer' of electrons from Co to Hi

atoms. But this is obviously not the case. Donahue and

Azaroff [10] have found that changes in the fine structure

of the K-absorption edges of Co and Ni in Co-Ni solid

solutions indicate a transfer of electrons from Ni to Co

atoms. However, the changes in the K-edges are very small,

and they can be explained by the thickness effect in the X-ray

absorption edges, as pointed out by Pease [41].

Another explanation may be the possibility of a reorganization

between the 3d and 4s electrons within the Ni atoms.

Measurements of Ni K-line chifts in TiïJi done by Kaline

[42] indicate such a possibility.

Laborious measurements were carried out, but the drjy-to-day

instrumental drift together with an .insufficient resolution

made peak-shift-determinationr, impossible.

It is possible, however, that the Ni results with their

positive An, deviations are due to systematic errors. The

absorption and background corrections are especially large

for Mi. In addition, the error connected with the separation

of the small NiLsS band from the CoLa band may be larger
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than suggested. Altogether, the uncertainties connected

with the Ni . values make the interpretation difficult.

Pure Co metal has a hep structure, and it can be discissed

if it is correct to use the band intensities from a hep

metal as a standard for alloys of disordered fee structures.

According to Hodges and Ehrenreich [43] hep Co has a

much more complicated band structure than fee Ni,

Nevertheless, as mentioned in Chapter 2.1 a change in the

structure has little to do with the electron energies L 4 ],

thus the pure Co intensities can bs used anywhere. Wenger

et al. [12] have different structures within the same alloy

system.

Another question is the validity of the method as a remedy

for measuring charge transfer. Wenger et al. [12] found

convincing results for the alloys of transition metals \iith

aluminium. Other investigators have found similar results.

On the other side, it has been pointed out among others by

Suoninen and Valkonen [44] that explaining the observed

changes in NiKa, and NiKß, , lines on the basis of charge

transfer is questionable. Their measurements do not support

the view that the Ni 3d band is filled in NiA£, as found

by Wenger et al. Another work of Wenger et al. [45] of the

change of the number of 3d electrons on Ni atoms in

Ni-Cu alloys gives a strong support to the minimum polarity

model..

In the Wenger method the LI band servos to normalize the

intensity of the La band.

A direct comparison between the Lap bands is another way

of making this normalization.

Since Co has holes in both spin-up and spin-down bands in

contrast to Ni where the spin-up band is filled [46] , it

may be more difficult to compare the alloy and metal bands

directly for Co than for Ni.

However, it would be reasonable to assume that any possible
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change in the number of â-electrons of Co should be equally

distributed on the spin-up and the spin-down bands. A

comparison between the uncorrected Laß bands of Co from

100 Co, 23Ni 77 Co and 63 Ni 37 Co, normalized to the sar.-.e

Lß band height, is shovm in Fig. A.5.5. These raw-data

bands exhibit a clear difference in the La:L8 ratio, this

may however be expected from the differences in self-

absorption.

The corresponding bands from 100 Co and 63 Ni 37 Co,

corrected for absorption, background and dead-time, is similarly

shown in Fig. A.5.6. This figure shows the fine agreement

between the two fully corrected CoLaß bands and gives there-

fore a strong support to the results from the Wenger method

measurements on Co-bands.

The small deviation between the curves on the h.igh energy

side of the Lot band is due to the strong change in the

absorption correction around the L3-csbsorptior: edqe. This

is more marked for 100 Co than for Co in 63 Ni 37 Co.

Since there is no reason to assume any change in the filled

spin-up band of Ni on alloying, the NiLaf? band, can be

normalized to the same Lfi band height. A comparison

between the corrected NiLa3 bands of 23 Ni 77 Co and

100 Ni is shown in Fig. A.5.7. For the sake of comparison

a corresponding normalization to the La band height Is

given in Fig. A.5.8.

Fig. A.5.7 shows clearly an increased f:iL i -band inre:".oir.y

for the 23Ki 77 Co alloy as compared to that of the pura

metal, thus supporting the results from the Y.ençcr method.

The other alloys show a similar, although less prominent

deviation. However, as already mentioned this deviation :,.ay

be due to systematic errors.

Another possibility is to search for a change in the asyunctry

of the La -bandy of Co and Ni on alloying. The L-- -•

asymmetry index for Co and Ni with more than half filled 3d

shells must decrease towards one with increasing number of. 3d-



electrons (or increase with decreasing number of 3d-electrons).

The asymmetry index can be defined as the ratio a = r£/l's v;hcre

Yl and I's are the distances measured at h-3 f -maximum from the

position of the line maximum intensity to its contour at both

sides. The asymmetry index is usually greater than one for raetal5

However, it should be realized that the asymmetry may also to

some extent be influenced by other changes in the 3d and 2p wave

functions than those associated with a change in the number of

3d-electrons per atom.

An accurate determination of the asymmetry index is difficult

to obtain because of the satellite structure on the high

energy side of the La -bands. Nevertheless, it should be

possible to registrate any significant change in the asymmetry

upon alloying. Carefully corrected bands were normalized

for Co, as for instance shown for 63Ni 37Co and 100 Co

in Fig. A.5.6. The small deviation on the La high energy

side may be attributed to the explanations already given.

For Ni, a comparison between correlated and normalized La -

bands exhibits a small decrease in the NiLa -band width on

alloying. The effect is most pronounced fcr tre 23Ni 77Co

alloy as shown in rig. A.5.8. As in the previous cases the

deviations may be attributed to systematic errors.

Usually one wants to compare the experimental.! y band shapes

with the theoretical density of states obtained from band

calculations. For a complete comparison both the K- and L-

emission bands should be superimposed, using assumptions

regarding the transition probabilities and the intensity

ratio between the K- and L- bands. Since the K- bands

arising from transition of valnnce electrons are very weak,

however, often the L- emission ban-in alone are compared

with the theoretical density of states.

The form of the density of states energy distribution is

mainly determined by the crystal structure, while the band

width depends on the atomic potential. Ali the theoretical

density of states curves for the 3d- bands of transition

metals exhibit a narrow band structure that looks like a
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series of broadened spectral lines. The band widths of

Co and Hi are about the Scime size, but there are tv.'ice

as many bands in Co because of its hep structure, and the

band structure is much more complicated [43]. Nevertheless,

the discrepancy between the Co and Ni bands does not

appear in the recorded band profiles, since the fine structures

are smeared out by the large broadening that is present.

This is clearly shown in Fig. A.5.9 where the corrected

La3 bands from the pure Co and Mi metals are compared.

For the comparison between theoretical and experimental

results, it is most convenient to smear out the calculated

density of states distribution with the large smearing that

is present in the experimentally determined spectra. Such

a procedure results in a smooth shape for all the 3d-

density of states curves. A comparison between an experimental

La- band of Ni with different density of states curves,

convoluted by a Lorentzian distribution function, is given

by Bonnelle [47], As can be seen, the v/idth of the sneared

density of states curves at hal f-maximum may differ strongly,

but the curves have all the same smooth shape.

Since it is not possible to draw any important conclusions

from such a comparison it is without purpose to r.ake any

comparison between the experimental bands and theoretical

density of states for the present work.
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6. CONCLUDING REMARKS

The results from the Wenger method measurements seem to

be in favour of the minimum polarity model in the case of

cobalt. On the other side, the nickel measurements seem to

indicate an increase in the number of d- electrons per Ni

atom with increasing Co content. However, the nickel

results ought to be verified by other measurements, or by

corresponding results in the cobalt side. This is not the

case, and since the cobalt measurements are most reliable,

the nickel results may possibly imply that some reminiscences

of the systematic errors are involved.

An unchanged number of d-electrons on cobalt and nickel

atoms upon alloying, in accordance with the minimum polarity

model, agrees very well with the linear variation in the

magnetic moment per atom from pure cobalt to pure nickel.

In this case, the magnetic moment at any concentration

depends only upon the ratio between cobalt and nickel atoms.

The Wenger method results are supported by a direct comparison

between the Laß bands. It was not possible to draw any

conclusions from the La- asymmetry, and registrations of

peak-wavelength shifts were found to be beyond the capability

of the instrument.

Within the experimental uncertainties the spectral shapes

of cobalt and nickel were not found to change perceptibly on

alloying. This is not too surprising since the 3d- electrons

are fairly tightly bound, and these results are therefore

in agreement with the rules of Appleton and Curry [ 3 ], as also

verified by other experimentalists.

The electron microprobe should be a practicable tool in

many cases for relating changes in charge distribution,

but great care must be given to the experimental conditions

and particularly to the corrections. It would be advantageous
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to limit the investigations to spectra where the corrections

and overlapping of bands are minimized. From this point of

view, the Co-Ni system exhibits an extreme example on the

opposite situation. On the other hand, the system may be

considered as well-chosen for a demonstration of the great

and troublesome corrections often related to soft X-ray

spectroscopy. The small amount of charge transfer that

possibly may exist, , makes an accurate correction procedure

even more necessary.
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FIG. A.5.3 THE CHANGE IN THE NUMBER OF ^ELECTRONS PER ATOM OF CO AND fU FROM

ILa/lLi INTENSITY MEASUREMENTS AS A FUNCTION OF THE COMPOSITION.
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